Characters
CAST OF CHARACTERS:

KIT ZILKOFF (24) is smart, independent, rational, and down to earth. She is an aspiring documentary filmmaker.

KEN ZILKOFF (49) is a loving father, successful and highly flirtatious business man, and unabashed racist.

ANN ZILKOFF (49) is materialistic and narcissistic. Ann is a self-interested philanthropist and impatient mother.

ZAK ZILKOFF (26) is a lost, egotistical aspiring musician.

JULIA ZILKOFF (18) is complaint, impressionable, and an extreme history buff.

RJ JAMESON (24) is kind, romantic, and smart. He is in his second year of law school.

LINDA ROFFMAN (49) is sexually confident, competitive, and passive-aggressive. She is a mystic lipstick reader.

ALBERT NOVAK (65) is well meaning and extremely culturally/socially naive. He is a videographer.

ELLEN LIU (24) is loud and impulsive. She is Albert’s video assistant.